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Liberation and Restraint
“Trade unions and workers must appreciate the diffi- unionists has been problematic.
culties faced by the country; for… we are partners. GovOn the one hand, SWAPO is, as Bauer argues,
ernment is made up of workers, and SWAPO is a workers’
a
strictly
nationalist organisation and on the other,
party. Together, all of us must concern ourselves with the
SWAPO is a party which at least “acknowledges the supewelfare of the nation.”[1]
riority of the socialist system” [2]. While Bauer, amongst
Since independence in 1990 the largest trade union others, contends that “the bulk of SWAPO’s leaders and
federation in Namibia, the National Union of Namibian members never particularly embraced socialism and its
Workers (NUNW), has faced a considerable crisis in di- tenets” (p.100), the political framework SWAPO uses in
rection. Having operated virtually as a wing of the lib- its relationship with the NUNW is at least partly drawn
eration movement, the South West Africa People’s Or- from a Marxist-Leninist ideological heritage. During the
ganisation (SWAPO), in the years leading up to indepen- struggle years, SWAPO acted both as a National Liberdence, the NUNW now faces the problem of how to relate ation Movement and as a ’vanguard party’. Although
to SWAPO as government and ruling party.
it itself created the NUNW, it also sought to keep the
union movement under its strict control. Trade unionThe above statement by the Namibian Prime Minister, ists, as Bauer notes, were prominent amongst those who
Hage Geingob, encapsulates the question facing worker fell victim to SWAPO’s security apparatus in the interorganisation since independence. While SWAPO’s ac- nal crises that shook the party in 1976 and in the 1980s.
tions in government in terms of economic and labour For the most part, and until just a few years before indepolicy may make it hard to accept its self definition as pendence, union activity was to be under the direction of
a ’workers party’, SWAPO is still seen as such by many SWAPO, or it was deemed ’counter-revolutionary’.
trade unionists, workers, and indeed SWAPO activists.
SWAPO politics has also been very suggestive of a
The political quandary facing the NUNW in the post ’stagist’ approach - in which SWAPO would oversee the
independence years is similar to that facing any union transition to independence and a future transition to sofederation under a ’friendly’ government. While the fed- cialism. In this sense, the ultimate solution to the proberation is bound to militate for the interests of its mem- lems of workers - a transition to socialism - is seen as
bers, it is also restrained by its affiliate links with the gov- the prerogative of the party. The role of the unions in
erning body. This is more particularly so when that gov- this, as former General Secretary of the Mineworkers
ernment includes many former unionists.
Union of Namibia, Ben Ulenga, noted in 1990 is “helpThe history of the relationship between the NUNW ing SWAPO to create the right conditions for Socialist
and the ruling SWAPO Party, as Gretchen Bauer explains Construction.”[3] This ’supportive’ relationship then bein this work, adds further dimensions to the NUNW’s dif- comes ambiguous when the ’second stage’ becomes deficulties. While SWAPO has proclaimed itself a ’work- layed.[4]
ers party’, its stance towards trade unionism and trade
Then SWAPO General Secretary, Andimba Toivo ya
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Toivo, acknowledged in 1989 that: “We cannot jump to
a conclusion and say that tomorrow we are going to declare the socialist system. If we do that we will just commit suicide.”[5] In this instance, the primary concerns
for the party, union and government are the ’welfare of
the nation’, ’nation building’ and ’national unity’: “If we
reach a maximum point where we think, yes, the society
can handle it on its own… If you have nationalism in the
country, its where you can say lets go for socialism.” [6]

feared, solely dictated by the ruling party.
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